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	The Ultimate Guide on How to Build an In-house Marketing Department
What marketers do and how they can be most effective The expectation of a marketing team is to provide the company with a steady stream of customers who are prepared to purchase the goods or services that a business provides. The role of a marketer in the eyes of a corporation, could look like a... Read more &#8594;
The post The Ultimate Guide on How to Build an In-house Marketing Department appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	The ideal algorithm for achieving marketing goals with content marketing
Regardless of your target audience, a unique content marketing strategy is a prerequisite for maintaining interest and developing promising relationships. According to IDC Research, all created and shared content will reach eight zettabytes (eight trillion gigabytes) by the end of 2018. In order for your marketing materials to break through this ever-expanding flow of information,... Read more &#8594;
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	Outsourced marketing agency or in-house team – which is more beneficial for your business?
If you are a small business owner and have already realized that marketing is just the thing your business really needs, congratulations. You&#8217;re halfway to success. The second half of the road will be difficult, but interesting. Before you enter this phase, you need to decide how to approach this issue. You have 2 options... Read more &#8594;
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	How to choose the right industry before buying a franchise in 2018
Going independent with your business can be profitable, but there are risks. Two-thirds of independent small businesses fail within their first 2 years. Half of them survive 5 years. And only one-third of independent businesses remain successful for 10 years or longer. When you buy a franchise, you are choosing an umbrella of a larger... Read more &#8594;
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	Main principle of hygge: business automation is the key to success
We have already seen the gold standard of instagram &#8211; knitted hats, candlelit dinners, timber, romance of northern countries. Turns out that there is an actual term for all these things &#8211; hygge. The world learned about it in 2016, when &#8220;hygge&#8221; appeared on the Oxford Dictionary short list of the &#8220;words of the year&#8221;.... Read more &#8594;
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	How to leverage sales techniques and future-proof success in any business area
Gordon Tredgold is an expert in business and information technology, author of several books on business leadership. He argues that when it comes to doing business, there is a big difference &#8211; being an expert in a particular field or being an entrepreneur. &#160; As an expert you can develop stunning products or solutions, but... Read more &#8594;
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	The paperless office: a dream slowly coming true
We are not the first generation of office workers which has dreamt of abandoning paper. State agencies and businesses have been striving for this. Paper is expensive and cumbersome to deal with. But here&#8217;s the paradox: the closer we get to realizing the dream, the harder it gets to fully achieve it. During the winter... Read more &#8594;
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